Annexure-VII

Undertaking / Code of Ethics by Training Partner
(i)

I________________________________________________, S/o, D/o, W/o_______________________________________
(Name & Designation of the Authorized Person)

of __________________________________________, and R/o __________________________________________________
(Name and address of the institute)

(Address of the Authorized Person)

certify that I am the competent authority, by virtue of the administrative and financial powers vested in
me, I being the owner / authorized person of the institution and as such is having the authority to sign
the present undertaking and bind the institution and I have read and understood the ESDM Scheme
Guidelines, including the Code of Ethics and other norms/ rules as applicable from time to time and as
notified in the official website of ESDM Scheme (https://esdm-skill.deity.gov.in) and I agree to abide
by the same.
(ii)

I am aware that in case any information provided by me is false or misleading, Key Implementing
Agency/ PMU/ MeitY may in its sole discretion take whatever action(s) or measure(s) it deems
necessary and appropriate, including withdrawal of affiliation, imposition of penalty etc.

I further understand that,
i)
All local, state and national laws and regulations that apply to training institutes are required to be
complied with and I/We shall not engage in any business practice or activity that could discredit or
damage the image or reputation of KIA/ PMU/ MeitY directly or indirectly.
ii)
KIA/ PMU/ MeitY shall have no liability to any Institute in respect of any cost, loss, damage, claims,
demands, prosecutions, fines, penalties and / or expense suffered by any institute directly or indirectly
as a result of any act, omission, representation or statement of any of the candidate(s), institute and / or
organization.
iii) Unauthorized use of terms like “approved / recognized by Government” or any similar expression,
designed to mislead the public, will attract penal action besides any administrative action that KIA/
PMU/ MeitY may take, as found fit.
iv) Government of India / MeitY may in its absolute discretion, modify; alter; terminate; suspend for
specified periods, the Schemes for Skill Development in ESDM Sector.
I further certify that the following codes of ethics, applicable to the Education/ Training Institutions will be
compiled with and I further undertake that I shall:
NOT advertise anything which is liable to project a false impression of status of my/our Institution;
NOT exaggerate the contents of the courses for which affiliation has been granted to gain any unfair
advantage;
NOT guarantee benefits to students that are actually false and/or not feasible;
NOT project price terms that are false, or misleading and has been given to gain advantage over
competition;
NOT distort any statement of Government for our own gain;
NOT criticize action of Government/ Professional bodies or Experts connected with the ESDM
Schemes directly or indirectly without proper investigation;
NOT makes statement offensive to the public; including advertisements that are against
public/Government/National sentiments;
NOT make any statement/declaration/presentation/advertisement which is of ambiguous nature and
which presents a false picture in any stage/part of the ESDM schemes with regard to
hardware/software and/or which is sort of omissions/additions of any kind and/or which are half–
truths; and
NOT involve in any other matter/action repugnant to the spirit of ethical practices including behavior
to by/our students; unauthorized use of copyrighted software etc.
NOT sub-franchise training under the Scheme for Skill Development in ESDM Sector at any point of
time.
< Official Stamp>

< Name & Signature>
<Date, Place >
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